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EVERYTHING FOR YOUR HOME AT ONE ADDRESS
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Robyn Willis discovers a majestic Georgian home in Bowral with a
French rustic feel and an unexpected twist. Photos Katrina Tepper.
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isitors to Michael and Camille Ryan’s
Bowral home may think they’ve stepped
into another century. Formal gates give
way to a gravel drive leading up to what
appears to be a traditional Georgian house, with
rounded portico and a classic neutral colour
scheme. Once in the front entrance, roughrendered walls, wrought-iron and antique doors
lend the house a distinctly French country feel.
Designed by local architect Martin O’Toole,
it met with Michael and Camille’s brief for
a rustic French-style home with a twist.
“I wanted a home where no matter whether
I was at the back or the side or the front,
it would still present,” says Camille.
“I wanted to walk around the house and be
unsure whether it was the back or the front.
It was all nice.”
Placed in the middle of the block, the house
is built on a simple two-way axis with hallways
running in both directions.
Four bedrooms are secreted into the design,
all with their own ensuites that are nothing
short of luxurious.
Even the “everyday” bathroom has a two-way
shower, marble tiles and underfloor heating.
Generous living areas – including a kitchen
large enough for the entire family to cook in
– face on to the rear garden, complete with
mature hedge and wisteria walk.
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Despite appearances, it’s a surprisingly
compact design, with the sense of space
enhanced by the 3m-high ceilings.
“You save on things you can replace later,
but you can’t come back and make the ceilings
higher,” says Camille.
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Cool climate
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Concessions have been made to the Southern
Highlands’ cool climate, with the Ryans opting
for double-brick construction, underfloor
heating and double glazing on the windows.
The house was built by Michael’s company,
Eastwick Country Homes, with partner Ken
Seale. Work could not begin until the hedge,
which originally ran through the middle of the
property, could be transplanted to the boundary.
Once an orchard, the only structure on the
property, the old timber barn, has been retained
and converted into guest accommodation.
At the moment, it makes the perfect bachelor
pad for son Nicholas, 23, while his younger
sisters, Courtney, 20, and Candace, 18, live
in the main house.
Camille also insisted that the builders work
around the 30-year-old wisteria vine that now
forms a part of the garden’s structure.
Though Michael still rolls his eyes at the
mere mention of the wisteria, it was a relatively
quick building process.
“It took five months to build because we had
everything ready to go,” he says.
“We have a great group of contractors and
I’ve been working with them for 15 years and
they bend over backwards to get things done.”
The speedy process can also be attributed
to the experience of architects, builders >26
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ONE LEVEL
1 Portico 2 Entry
3 Bedroom three
4 Ensuite 5 Ensuite
6 Bedroom two 7 Hallway
8 Bedroom one 9 Terrace
10 Ensuite 11 Walk-in
robe 12 Formal living
13 Hallway 14 Terrace
15 Living room 16 Kitchen
17 Meals room 18 Laundry
19 Garage 20 Secondary
entrance 21 Terrace
22 Bedroom four
23 Bathroom 24 Study
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A The impressive front entrance B Three-metre-high ceilings give a sense of space C A kitchen large enough for the family
to cook in together D There is a distinctly French rustic feel to the house E Wisteria in the rear garden F Michael and Camille
Ryan at home G The couple has furnished the house with French-style country and antique furniture H A statue in the garden
B
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GET THE LOOK

You have to go with your ﬁrst instincts is what I have learned,
because you can start to get more and more confused
and owners who have all worked together
before. “We got very comfortable working
with Martin,” says Michael. “He was the
architect who was able to interpret more
accurately what we wanted and we had
worked on something similar before.”
Camille, too, played an integral role in
speeding up the job, having sourced many of the
fittings and fixtures before the worked started.

LIGHT UP YOUR LIFE

Quick decisions

Elaborate chandeliers may be out of
your budget, but that doesn’t mean
you can’t light up your hallway entrance
with this stunning 10-light halogen
pendant ($395) in brushed chrome
from Beacon Lighting.
■

After working with her husband on a number
of houses, Camille has also learned the value
of making quick decisions and sticking to them.
“It was a lot of fun but you can’t keep
changing your mind,” she says. “You have
to go with your first instincts is what I have
learned, because you can start to get more
and more confused.”
While the doors give the home its distinct
character, not all the tradesmen were
convinced of their merit. “The builders just
kept saying they weren’t closing properly
but I didn’t care,” says Camille. “I even had
a painter who wanted to paint them gold.”
While most of the exterior doors are of the

More information
www.beaconlighting.com.au

WISTERIA REIGN

Desperate Housewives
has put wisteria back
on the gardening
“must-have” list.
This plant loves
full sun and
water when
first planted,
but once it’s
established,
most experts
recommend you
stop watering and
fertilising. Bunnings
sells wisteria plants
for $13.98, and
common varieties
are white and purple.
■

Have you renovated a home? Tell us
about it at home@dailytelegraph.com.au
I Stunning porcelain
bath J Local architect
Martin O’Toole K Grand
walkway in the garden
L Ornate door handles

More information 9846 7100;
www.bunnings.com.au

BATHING BEAUTY

Follow Camille’s design example and
give your bathroom a period elegance
with a porcelain-enamelled cast-iron
bath. Practical yet graceful, this 4’ 6”
Hip bath from Antique Baths Sydney,
$2675, has been fired in the furnace,
creating a tough gloss finish that
is durable and scratch resistant.
■

conventional variety for security purposes,
the front door is a different story.
Built for a trade fair, the door was discovered
by Camille and Michael in Mittagong and they
immediately bought it.
The interior doors work beautifully with the
rough-rendered walls, which soften the sharp
geometric layout of the house.
They’ve furnished the house with their
collection of French-style country and antique
furniture, but Martin says its simple layout and
fixtures make it suitable for a variety of
decorating styles. “You can change the mood
of the house with your furniture,” he says.
Though the family, which includes rescued
dogs Laurie and Pookie, plans to move
on soon, the house suits their needs well.
“We’ve been here eight weeks and we
would have visitors every second week,”
says Camille. “It’s a busy house.” ❙❚❘
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More information 9896 0109;
www.antiquebaths.com.au
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MORE INFORMATION
■ Bowral Antiques
4877 1854
■ Eastwick Country Homes
4862 1824
■ Martin O’Toole Architect
1800 219 899;
www.martinotoole.com.au
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